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OUR INVESTMENT PROPOSITION 
OFFSHORE WIND – HYDROGEN AND  SOLAR-METALS-NUCLEAR
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 Why Invest? Where is the opportunity in Renewables? Market

 Three Segments Will Present Above Average Growth; Offshore Wind, Solar and Hydrogen

 The Case for Offshore Wind Power

 Other Opportunities (Solar / Hydrogen) 

 Appendices (Performance, Data) 

 Why Invest With Us? Fund Proposal
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Why invest 
into green and 

transitional 
energy?

Climate change is among the three top threats today with 
terrorism and cyberattacks

Legislation is taking place and will drive investments: PARIS 
Climate Deal, EU Green Deal, IMO2030, COVID-19 Recovery Plans 

Focusses on Renewables  

Capex of 415 Billion Euros in Europe alone to be invested per year 
for the next 30 years .Over $ 30 Trillion Worldwide to be invested 

by 2050 for the decarbonisation of electricity production

Renewables (including LNG) shall produce 60% to 70% of the 
electricity by 2050

ESG Funds are underperforming and have 2% market share  Flow 
of funds is growing fast
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The legislation is actively pushing renewables
especially Post Covid-19. Most Recovery plans
emphasize “Green Investments”. Co2 becomes a key
target.

Most ESG Funds have an “Excluding strategy". Only
5% concentrate on rewarding the best in class. The
flow of funds into ESG and Green funds is a big Tail
Wind. Our approach can make a big difference
through a THINK OUT OF THE BUILDING strategy.

Cost of renewables are going down and Trillions of $
are coming into new projects. Profitability of
renewable companies are increasing. Solar and Wind
costs are down 80%. Offshore Wind, Solar, Hydrogen
and Carbon Capture the next big things Renewables
are becoming cost competitive.

“Think out of the Building”: The number of
investible candidates is small. Their free float is
restricted as they are family owned or private. Our
global stock picking expertise is key. “Think out of
the Building” means extending our investment
universe to the whole Value Chain Copper cables,
Cobalt, Silver, Oil service companies having 40% + of
their turnover in offshore renewables like Subsea7
or Aker Solutions.

WHY THERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY IN RENEWABLES?
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Renewable Energy is more 
sought after when the oil 
price is high 

• The graph shows the evolution of carbon credit 
futures with Brent futures . A high Brent price 
means a faster switch to renewables as the cost 
per KWh compares more favourably .

• Solar and Offshore wind cost per KWh have 
decreased considerably and are now comparable 
to gas and coal . Although coal is still responsible 
for 70% of the World electricity, the switch in South 
East Asia is speeding up with the Blue Sky Policy in 
China. In Europe, the Green Deal and varied post 
covid recovery plans put great emphasis on 
Hydrogen, Renewables and renovation/Isolation.

• It is easy to hedge a portfolio of renewables with 
Brent futures or futures on Energy stocks 

• Running a Green portfolio is running a long Brent 
fund with a built in put option . Most electricity 
contracts signed by renewable producers are long 
PPA 



ELECTRICITY MARKET : GROWTH OF NEW SUPPLY SOURCES
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ELECTRICITY MARKET OVERVIEWELECTRICITY MARKET :GEOGRAPHICAL  OVERVIEW
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LEGISLATION IS A STRONG TAIL WIND 
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 The Green Deal plans over 80% of its 700 billion $ of investments for building renovation. Other
areas of focus will be EV plugs, grid, batteries, Charging stations) and Renewable electricity
generation through Auctions.
 The US Democrat Victory would be a big “Trump” card. Tens of GW to be installed offshore East
Coast. The USA would re enter the Paris Climate Deal. 2 Trillion$ for renewables…
 Germany wants to dedicate 40 billion euros to Clean energy. They want to build an
infrastructure for Green/Blue hydrogen and push industries (Cement, Steel…) to use Renewable
electricity but also hydrogen instead of coal/Gas in the furnaces. Hydrogen should also become a
fuel for heavy mobility (Planes, Trains, Buses, Trucks…). The EU is coming with a Euro 750 Billion
Covid-19 recovery plan very focussed on renewable energies
 France is focussing its plan on EV and building renovation.
 IMO 2030 will lead to the decarbonisation of the fleet of ships after IMO 2020 which focussed
on Sulphur. New boats may be propelled by LNG, Ammonia, or be equipped with scrubbers and
carbon capture mechanisms. Heavy transportation to be Hydrogen or Ammonia powered .
More and more cement plants (10% of the World emissions) will either burn hydrogen or be
equipped with carbon capture chimneys like NORCHEM in Norway (Aker Solutions).The EU
Hydrogen plan calls for $ 190 billion to $500 billion of investments up to 2035 .

The Changes To Come 
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COUNTRIES POLICIES OVERVIEW FOR OFFSHORE WIND POWER DEPLOYMENT
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THE THREE GROWTH SEGMENTS 
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OUR INVESTMENT PROPOSITION: 
OFFSHORE WIND - HYDROGEN AND SOLAR-METALS-NUCLEAR
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ENERGY USE 2020 ENERGY USE 2040

THE EVOLUTION OF ENERGY USES
source JP Morgan



 Thanks to massive cost reductions in renewables and advances in digital
technologies, huge opportunities exist in the field of energy transitions. Wind
and solar farms shall provide more than half of the additional electricity
generation up to 2040 and almost all the growth. Offshore Wind and Floating
Offshore wind are two segments with the fastest growth. We will invest 70%
of the fund into these Offshore wind opportunities and their value chain.

 Additionally, the European Union forecasts that blue and green hydrogen will
generate 12-14% of the European electricity by 2050. 180 Billion Euros shall be
needed . From 1.5 million tons of green hydrogen per year in 2025, the market
should be at 10 million tons in 2030 and over 50 by 2050. Considerable
investment will also be made to decarbonate brown hydrogen into blue
hydrogen. These opportunities often coupled with Wind power for electricity
production needed for the water electrolysis will be part of 30% of the fund
together with solar. Cost of green hydrogen to go from $5/kg to $ 2.5 /kg.

 By 2040, output from wind (8 300 TWh) and solar PV (7 200 TWh) are
expected to exceed hydropower (6 950 TWh), while the share of heat coming
from renewables in 2040 increases to 30% of the total or to 1 200 Mtoe. In the
transport sector, consumption of energy from renewable sources is projected
to increase to 600 Mtoe, with biofuels accounting for around 60% and
electricity from renewable sources consumed by electric vehicles and rail
accounting for the remainder. Cost thanks to technology will go down rapidly.

Source : FEARNLEYS 

THREE SEGMENTS WILL PRESENT ABOVE AVERAGE GROWTH 
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OFFSHORE WIND TO GROW 6-15 GW PER YEAR ON A STARTING BASE OF 30 GW 
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NEW ELECTRICITY DEMAND FROM EV



THE CASE FOR OFFSHORE WIND 
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Offshore Wind is set for remarkable growth rates going forward… While building from relatively modest levels (Estimated global installed
capacity of c. 30 GW), capacity additions of 6-15 GW/year through 2024 are meaningful by any measure. In the short term, installations
should be driven by the phase-out of government schemes as the industry matures. Offshore Wind capacity is expected to grow by 6-15
GW/year over the next five years, supported by government schemes, coupled with cost reductions throughout the value chain. While
monumental vs. current global installed capacity at 30 GW, these figures are still pale vs. the expected Onshore Wind installation pace at
c. 60-70 GW/year through 2024e on a current installed capacity of 630 GW. Incentives to secure projects under government-supported
policies set covered companies up for a positive news flow going forward, adding potential to the underlying equity stories.

 This is setting the scene for the next five years at least with positive triggers through a supportive news flow from project awards. Once
mature, market mechanisms (auctions) are likely to become the dominating form of contract pricing, we believe.

…which could benefit suppliers more than producers. Established suppliers with long-dated service contracts should be well positioned
through offering equipment in the build-out phase, and securing contracts with > 20% EBIT margins.

OFFSHORE WIND IS SET GROW AT REMARKABLE RATES THIS DECADE
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AVERAGE CAPACITY FACTORS 
FOR DIFFERENT GEOGRAPHIES : 

GEOGRAPHY MATTERS 

Noteworthy, Northern Europe, coastal areas in
North America and the Cape areas
demonstrate the highest average capacity
factors in the +60’s.
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Offshore Wind should grow faster than the Renewable market
The North Coast of the USA presents many opportunities
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INFRASTRUCTURE 

 Market still in its infancy with installed capacity globally at 30
GW

 But…Growing at 16-30 GW per Year
 Capex to go down from $ 1 Billion for 250 MW to…..
 IRENA projects the installed base to grow towards to 230

GW by 2030 and 1,000 GW by 2050
 Short-term delays due to the Covid-19 situation but no

cancellations
 To date, c. 90% of installed capacity commissioned and

operated in the North Sea and nearby Atlantic Ocean
 The East Coast of the USA is a big opportunity
 Offshore Floating wind farms are the next big thing
 Most oil services companies are using heavy assets and

experienced offshore team that are key to service large
offshore wind farms. Turbines are 600 tons and must be
placed on 300 meters high towers.
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CAPEX SPLIT OF A WIND PROJECT
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OFFSHORE WIND COST : DOWN FROM $160 TO $60 PER MWH 
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OFFSHORE WIND ACTORS – THE VALUE CHAIN
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OFFSHORE WIND EXPANSION PLAN:
THE VALUE CHAIN

 Wind Towers are bigger and bigger
 Maintenance and service is key
 Capex involves many suppliers
 Cost of wind is going down
 The value chain involves many Oil Services 

companies (AKER,FUGRO,…) Turbine 
manufacturers (Vestas, Siemens) Utilities 
(Iberdrola, Orsted) but also Grid companies and 
Suppliers of metal (Copper, Nickel, Steel, 
palladium, rhodium) 

Source FEARNLEYS
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OFFSHORE WIND SUPPLY CHAIN
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SOME ACTORS OF THE OFFSHORE WIND INDUSTRY
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ONE  INVESTMENT EXAMPLE 

DOMINION : A TRANSITION STORY
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DOMINION ENERGY

THE NEXT US ORSTED ? 

DOMINION ENERGY

 DOMINION sold all its gas transmission assets to Warren Buffet in an all
cash transaction of 9.7 Billion $ including the 5.7 Bil $ of debt .
DOMINION is selling these assets at a fair price of over 10.5 times
EV/EBITDA.

 The market sold off DOMINION on the news, which we see as a clear
buying opportunity. Taking a contrarian view , the situation reminds us
of DONG ENERGY becoming ORSTED.

 DOMINION is now a best in class regulated utility with a clear focus on
renewables. It has cut its Carbon emissions by half already and will be
80% Carbon neutral in 2035 and 100% by 2050.

 Although the short term valuation is expensive vs US peers, It does not
reflect the Green Transition the company is undergoing. It has a two
wind turbines pilot offshore farm in Virginia which may become a 5000
MW project. DOMINION sees 55 Bil$ of Green projects in the next
10/15 years.

 This will not only trigger a flow of cash into the stock from ESG funds,
but also boost its PE ( today 20 times, ORSTED is on 40 times). It will
be a great beneficiary from a possible Biden election.
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THE OFFSHORE VALUE CHAIN

SOME EXAMPLES OF OUR UNIVERSE 

INVESTMENT CANDIDATES

 OFFSHORE ENGINEERS: Fugro, Subsea 7, Saipem, Aker Wind,
Kvaerner, Ackermans Van Aaren, Boskalis, Aker, Bonheur, Odfjell
Drilling, Scorpio Bulkers ….

 TURBINE OEM : Nordex, Siemens Gamesa, Vestas, Goldwind,
GE, Siemens Energy

 COMPONENTS / BLADES : Gurit, TPI Composites,Schweiter
Tech …..

WIND FARMS : Orsted, China Longyuan, Concord,Dominion,
Greencoat UK Wind Ltd, Iberdrola, EDF, Equinor, Boralex,
Total,,Nextera…

 CABLE MANUFACTURERS: NKT, Nexans, Prysmian…

 COPPER MINING : Freeport ….
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CHAPTER TWO: HYDROGEN, SOLAR : OPPORTUNISTIC STOCK 
PICKING 
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« Hydrogen is today enjoying an  unprecedented momentum. 
The world should not miss this unique chance to make hydrogen

an important part of our clean and secure energy future ».
Dr Fatih Birol - IEA

WHY HYDROGEN
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EU issued details on European hydrogen strategy the 8th July, 
which aims for global leadership in hydrogen

Strong potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissions ahead 2030

EU’s leadership in hydrogen technology

Achieving >6GW of renewable powered electrolysers by 2024;
hydrogen produced will be used for existing applications
including rail

Objective to install >40 GW of renewable electrolysers by 2040;
hydrogen used in steel making, transports market

By 2030, open and competitive EU hydrogen market with
unhindered cross-border trade and efficient allocation of
hydrogen supply among sectors

 European Green Deal  European Hydrogen Strategy

 Hydrogen Deployment  Investments Needed

 From 2020 up to 2024: installation, at least, of 6 GW of renewable
hydrogen electrolysers in the EU; production of up to 1 M. tons of
renewable hydrogen

 From 2025 to 2030: installation, at least, of 40GW of renewable
hydrogen electrolysers; production of up to 10 M. tons of renewable
hydrogen in the EU29

 From 2030 onwards and towards 2050: renewable hydrogen
technology should reach maturity; about a quarter of renewable
electricity may be used to produce hydrogen by 2050

Strong investments needed for the 2024-2030 strategy; various
EU funds and EIB financing

From now to 2030, investments in electrolysers could range
between €24bn and €42bn

UE sees €65bn investments for hydrogen transport, distribution
and storage, and refueling stations

EUROPEAN LEADERSHIP FOR HYDROGEN 
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A STRONGLY INEFFICIENT VALUATION MARKET 

The hydrogen market is reminding us of the Dot Com era. 
Companies with very little turnover are valued on 

exhuberent EV/Sales like NEL,ITM POWER, BALLARD, 
NIKOLA. Their future growth rates nor their ability to 
finance future capex make sense

There are opportunities as the market for Green and Blue  
Hydrogen is huge. 

We like mainstream companies like AIR LIQUIDE,LINDE 
together with engineers like AKER SOLUTIONS in  de 
carbonisation of brown hydrogen, or BLOOM ENERGY ( 
graph on the right) in fuel cells for ships, or HL ( Fusion 
SPAC) for Green Hydrogen production.  BLOOM is on 2 
times EV/Sales vs 200 + for NIKOLA ! AKER CARBON 
CAPTURE will be a big name.

 VALUATIONS ARE ALL OVER THE PLACE  But Reasonable Stock Picking Possible 
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WHY SOLAR ENERGY 

13 trillion of US Dollars will be invested into renewable
sources of Energy by 2050. The stock universe is large : 
Solaria,Voltalia, Solaredge,FirstSolar,Soitec,Meyer Burger 
,Xinyi,Falck,Daqo,Jinkosolar,Hadian, Longyuan……

Solar plants  will be producing 25% of the World 
electricity from 2% today . It will have a market share of 
50% of the renewable market by 2050 and thus cannot 
be ignored .

Solar plus batteries or other form of storage ( Green 
Hydrogen combined…) is still expensive ( over $ 80 per 
Mwh ) but Solar by itself becomes very competitive ( less
than $ 40 ) .Costs have gone done 85% since 2010 and 
new technological revolutions in photovoltaic cells are 
coming .

The Universe is biased towards China ( 80% of the solar
panels) but innovations exist with Soitec and Meyer 
Burger  in Europe .

 COSTS ARE GOING DOWN FAST  THE MARKET FOR SOLAR ENERGY 
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PORTFOLIO  PROPOSAL
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Why invest 
with Us ?

RS has a thirty years track record (top quartile) investing in energy 

Daily liquidity through the UBS platform KeyInvest

Optimisation of portfolio construction with quantitative tools 

Green funds tend to be managed passively by exclusion. We are 
pursuing an active strategy 

We invest globally through a bottom up approach ,reducing volatility 
with a macro overlay
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PORTFOLIO BRIEF 

Team

Size and Concentration

Portfolio Construction

Risk Control and Hedging

Track
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THE TEAM

Renaud Saleur has two masters of Science in Economics (Sorbonne) and in Electronics, Mathematics and
Quantum Physics from CentraleSupélec. He graduated in 1985 from Harvard Business School with an
MBA. He started his career with Fidelity until 1998, managing both balanced funds and pension funds
ranking in the first decile of his universe. He co-managed the European part of Quantum at Soros from
1998 to 2000 and the Global mid cap section of Remington at Moore capital from 2000 to 2003. He
created his own multistrategy global hedge fund in 2003 up until 2011. He now specialises in all forms of
energies . Renaud is an advisor on renewables to one of the large Emirates institutions in Dubai.

Florence Vialleton is a lawyer and has a masters from EMLyon, one of the top business schools in France.
She has a thorough knowledge of the global legal frameworks of renewables and is the primary contact of
sell side analysts. She specialises on Wind, Solar and Hydrogen and has a strong knowledge of India and
China regulations where she practiced law for DS Lawyers .

Etienne de Merlis is a graduate from Dauphine University in Paris and has made his career as a top
partner of Citibank and JP Morgan Private Banking. He is the CEO of Kendar Advisors (FCA registered) and
specialises in emerging markets and credit. He acts as the COO with all relationships with the regulator,
compliance and our service providers (UBS, Schulte Roth and Zabel.. )
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SIZE AND CONCENTRATION

We aim to remain flexible and do not want to manage more than $ 500 million within this strategy .

By this, we mean our hedge Certificate Vulcain Green Energy L/S which we started with UBS with $ 5 mil
and has a capacity of $ 100 Million . The L/S or Long strategy can be replicated through a SPV or
Managed Accounts invested pari passu with the Master hedge Fund.

Gross exposure for the Master is 200% maximum. Concentration is 10% max per issuer on the long side,
3% on the Short side for equities, up to 15% for Short ETF or Futures. Shorts are mostly taken to hedge
the performance but can be directional for energy pockets that we do not like such as shale oil. The
degree of hedging for an SPV or a MA will be discussed directly with the investor alongside agreed and
strict guidelines.

Offshore Wind will represent at least 30% of the portfolio at any time.
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PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION 

Broad Universe - 200 companies  
Street research/Company Visit

Stock Screens

Company Meetings  
In-house Research

Risk/Return Quantified

Catalyst Identification  
Portfolio Interaction  

Timing

Targeting 25-35 investments

General  
Research

Detailed  
Research

Analysis and  
Assessment

Investment
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The Five Forces Framework

Markets Technical Condition
• Put/Call ratios/Short position in days
• Directors buying/selling
• Share Buy Backs
• New issues (equity, convertibles)
• Mutual fundsflow
• Fibonacci /Hichimoku /Rsi
• Credit spreads

Company specifics

• One/one visit.
• ESG grade/Policy 
• Site visits
• Survey of major brokers
• Industry trends/New Technologies
• Valuation vs growth or value
• Catalysts/ Transition from Fossil to Green / 

CO2 imprint strategy 

Timing of catalysts
• EPS reports
• Economic reports

Single equity technical condition
• Capital increase?
• Directors buying/selling
• Roadshows?
• Peer group reporting calendar
• Overbought/oversold
• Crowded trade?
• Institutionalowners

• Long candidate (directional)
• Short candidate (directional)
• Market hedging /Futures 

Economic outlook/macro research
• IEA/DOE Figures
• Business/consumer confidence
• Green Legislation/ESG Grade 
• Cost analysis/ Cost Trend 
• New Technologies /Cost Advantage

INVESTMENT
DECISION
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RISK CONTROL

We maintain a strict risk control on each position through a constant dialogue with the management of each
company present in the portfolio . A complete reassesment is made on each drawdown greater than 5% which
is not the reflection of a general market move.

Short term option selling is possible depending on the mandate and our monitoring of volatility and short term
price targets . We pay in this case special attention to technical analysis . (Rsi, Fibonacci retracements, Call/Put
ratio, Bollinger bands, Ichimoku )

Market hedging through XOP ETF short futures, SPX500 Energy Short futures is possible given the high
corralation which exist naturally between Brent,Carbon Credit , Equity Energy futures and Renewables .

We do not short for valuation purposes : History shows that Tesla, Nikola can continue running ahead of
themselves for a long time … We need a trigger .

We aim to be at a maximum 150% gross , -5% to 90% long .

Hedging policies or No hedging are thoroughly discussed with the investor before the start of the mandate.

Reporting to the investor takes place on a weekly basis with full transparency.
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AMC GREEN AND TRANSITIONAL ENERGY PERFORMANCE ITD 

 Renamed after Mid Cap Energy AMC, The AMC has  pursued a Green strategy since 02/01/2020 (inception) . It has moved to a hedge fund on the 7/7/2020 
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AMC : VULCAIN GREEN ENERGY LONG SHORT ( CH0552952233) 

THE AMC Post-crisis AMC
 The world is becoming Green Aware and Climate change with

terrorism, Cyberattacks and now Viruses is one of the great threat of
the future. Legislation is taking place to address this from the EU
GREEN DEAL to IMO2020, IMO 2030… for shipping

 The cost of renewables and in particular solar is ( Ex battery storage)
becoming very competitive to gas and coal. Greener energies
including gas shall produce over 60% of the World electricity by 2050
.

 $ 13 Trillion at least will be invested into de decarbonisation of the
electricity production by 2040 and this will happen a lot in South East
Asia where Coal is still the main fuel to produce electricity. Growth of
solar and wind but also LNG will lead the transition.

 We reacted very quickly repositioning the AMC more defensively and focusing on the Surviving Champions post crisis 

 We have concentrated the AMC on Hydrogen, Offshore Wind and Solar. We invest through the whole value chain from metals
(Silver,Copper) blade engineers and solar cells manufacturers to utilities and offshore services engineers (Fugro,Subsea7, Aker
Solutions) . The AMC is 150% invested (Limit 200%) and 76% net long. We are short shale oil and airlines/casinos/hotels.

 We think that electricity demand will recover alongside oil demand as both have a 0.6 correlation to GDP growth. Forward price of
electricity and carbon credits are already pricing a recovery not in the prices of stocks yet. The higher the recovery of fossil fuels the
better for renewables from a cost comparison point of view.

 The Electrical Vehicle proposal requires huge investments in the grid and in batteries. Copper, Lithium, Rhodium, Palladium and
Silver,Platinum to be in big demand. We invest in the corresponding mines.

 By 2040, LNG should be the fuel of choice for China. The Covid 19 crisis may have delayed FIDs but the trend is intact. Furthermore,
the destruction of capacity in shale oil whose by product was cheap natural gas will be a positive factor for next year ‘s increase of
gas prices. All LNG tech engineers like GTT will benefit as well as LNG tankers.

 Solar and Offshore wind should be the winners in the low cost green energy: We invest along all the supply chain from components (
Soitec, Jinko, Vestas, Gurit) operators and designers (Scatec,Voltalia) to services companies (Fugro, Aker Solutions). Hydrogen will
grow fast ( Bloom Energy, HL Acquisition)

 2020 has been so far an hectic year with the Covid 19 sell off followed by a massive tech rally fueled by the massive Central banks injections. Most recovery plans have a large Green budget allocation that should
boost the growth of the sector for the next decade. Green Hydrogen may go faster than anticipated.

 The April/May spot figures for electricity have shown a sharp drop from an index of 60 in December to 12-22 in April depending on the countries. This together with a fall in demand (electricity demand varies as 0.6
times GDP) has weighed naturally on utilities stock prices but they seem to have found a floor. Most Wind or solar utilities have long term PPA and thus did not suffer from the drop in prices. Furthermore, the use of
Green electricity was favoured during the crisis which helped the volume. Consequently, they have recovered nicely on the Stock Market.

 The level of investment in green energy should not be affected for too long. China and Taiwan have resumed their orders in wind power(Vestas) whilst the Oil majors capex level for renewables has not been
affected so far. If anything the Covid 19 may increase the awareness towards global warming as one of the main threats to humanity: A clear warning boosting capex in the sector through COVID 19 Recovery plans
. Most Oil majors and Offshore oil services companies are increasing their exposure to Green.

 Gross exposure: 150%
 Net exposure: 76%



GREEN  ENERGY L/S 

Green Energy long short had an excellent month , up so far 8.1% 
and 19.7% since inception ( 8/7/20) net of fees ( 24% gross perf) . 
The best performer was AKER SOLUTIONS up 110% ITD . Since the 
spin off of AKER WIND and AKER CARBON, we sold AKER 
SOLUTIONS to concentrate our investments on the two ex 
subsidiaries ( now 6% of the AMC) . The best performers this 
month were BLOOM ENERGY (+33% ) after the founder bought
more shares after the Samsung licensing contract. MEYER 
BURGER was up 45% on its new solar strategy and FIRST SOLAR 
33% . We initiated short positions on EXXON ( exit Dow Jones ) 
and SCATEC SOLAR where we expect bad news on the margins. 

The AMC is 166% invested (Gross) with +66% Net long exposure . 
We are long 116% equities , short 13% equities, short 14% ETF ( 
Shale oil) and short 23% Futures ( SPX 500 Energy and Eurostoxx ) 
. We are well within our Risk Metrix of 200% gross exposure .

Although July/August were good directional months for green 
energy equities, We expect a democrat victory in the USA to be a 
big game changer there. DOMINION ENERGY, one of the main 
Windpower large cap in the USA should be a great beneficiary .

We sold ORSTED ( too expensive /KW vs AKER WIND) , TOTAL, 
ERAMET , COEUR MINING . We increased the short in AMERICAN 
AIRLINES and SCATEC SOLAR . We increased the long in AKER 
OFFSHORE WIND, ACKERMANS and AKER CARBON CAPTURE. We 
initiated a long in ODFJELL DRILLING of deep value and 
diversification into offshore Wind ( OCEANWIND) .



TRACK RECORD

 A synthetic portfolio is constructed aggregating the performance of the  different 
funds Renaud Saleur managed since 1992.

 1992 -1998 BAA pension fund (audited by WM)

 1998-2000: European Quantum Fund (Soros)

 2000 -2001: Moore Global Europe Mid Cap

 2002-2007: GLG Mangousta

 2008: Allocated $100m (Jabre L/S Europe)

 2008-2010: Mangousta

 Compound Yearly Performance : 1990- 2011 : 12% per annum with 7% volatility
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Aggregated Performance

The following is a non audited performance and is not contractual. Past performance is not an indication of future performance.
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REPORTING AND FEES  

A weekly comprehensive report with an indicative NAV together with a monthly letter will be written and published

Conference calls with MASDAR will be organised once a month or more, as needed .

Fees will be 1.5 % management fee and 15% success fee with high water mark

No lock up period , daily liquidity in case of an AMC

Specific guidelines will be given by MASDAR such as sub sectors which may be excluded
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Appendices 
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THE PERFORMANCE
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IMPORTANT WARNING   
Trading Energy products carries an above average  financial risk. The following statement may affect your rights

DISCLAIMER:

This document has been prepared by Renaud Saleur, managing partner of VULCAIN ENERGY LLP and of ANACONDA INVEST SA and officer of KENDAR, thereafter designated as the Advisor.

The Advisor is under contract with investment managers ( the Managers) and gives nonbinding advice to the Managers for the exclusive management of actively managed certificates, managed accounts or any
other regulated collective investment schemes, thereafter, designated as the “Funds”. A structured product is therefore not a Fund for the clarity of this disclaimer. The Advisor does not give advice nor participate
in the origination of any other financial products than the Funds and, in particular, the Advisor is never involved nor gives advice for the origination of structured products made from a basket of equities that may
be mentioned in this letter and/or are part of the Funds. Consequently, the Advisor declines all responsibilities for any product created on the basis of the information contained in this document and/or for any
product originated by taking any securities out of the context of the Funds.

The Advisor does not give investment recommendation to the public, advice on commodities nor solicit the public to invest into any energy products.

The equity or credit strategies developed by the Advisor are for the long term but may vary in the short term depending on the volatility of the market. Every positions within the Funds are constructed to follow a
complex strategy and may be bought as a hedge and not for their own merits. Therefore, the Advisor strongly warns against taking any security or group of securities out of the scope of the Funds to originate any
other product than the Funds.

The Advisor warns that any reference to the Advisor and/ or to this letter by any other party than the Managers in their sole and exclusive role to promote and manage the Funds and exclusively in this context shall
be considered by the regulator as a Misrepresentation or Misleading information which constitutes a breach of the Code of Conduct of the Financial Conduct Authority, sanctioned by fines and penalties
mentioned on the Financial Conduct Authority Website.

Consequently and pursuant to this warning, no partners nor directors of the Advisor can be held responsible nor liable for any investment made on the basis of the information contained in this letter or /and in the
Funds. The partners and directors of the Advisor may at any time buy or sell securities in energy for their own accounts or for other clients than the Manager strictly following the Advisor Compliance guidelines
fully reviewed and approved by the Financial Conduct Authority.

This is not to be distributed to the US nor to any US person, nor to any nonqualified investors.
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DISCLAIMER
 This presentation is not intended to be, nor should it be construed or used as an offer to sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy, interests in a Fund. No offer or solicitation may be made prior to the delivery of a definitive private placement memorandum of a Fund (a "Memorandum") which will

contain additional information about such Fund, including disclosures relating to risk factors and conflicts of interest. Recipients of this document who intend to apply for interests in the Funds are reminded that any such application will be made solely on the basis of the information contained in
the relevant Memorandum which may be different from the information and opinions contained in this document. The information contained herein does not take into account the particular investment objectives or financial circumThis document is confidential, is intended only for the person to
whom it has been provided and under no circumstance may a copy be shown, copied, transmitted, or otherwise given to any person other than the authorized recipient without the prior written consent of Anaconda Invest S.A. (the "Investment Advisor"). Notwithstanding anything to the contrary
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